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Becky Moore is a lifelong southerner with a penchant for storytelling and a propensity to try
anything at least once. As a result, she can make an adventure out of any situation. She loves to read 
and write contemporary romance, and romantic suspense. In her down time, she’s an avid gardener, 
hiker, kayaker, bicyclist, swimmer, and community volunteer. She spent over a dozen years working
as a writer, graphic artist, photographer and PR whiz in the pharmaceutical advertising, hi-tech,
perperforming arts, and HIV/AIDS (grantwriting) fields before venturing into her current status of 
author, freelance writer and adjunct instructor. Becky is a PAN member of the Romance Writers of 
America, as well as a member of SCBWI, and the North Carolina Writer’s Network.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

“Becky Moore delivers a page turner that’s both scorching and sweet!”
      – Deb Marlowe, historical romance author

“What worked for me — the writing was smart, funny and realistic overall. I liked the rhythm of the story. I liked the level of 
background detail. The focus of The Right Words was more on the emotional development of both Jane and Lucas; it was just the right 
blend of personal growth and sexy romance.”
      – Mia at The Romance Reviews, 4 stars

““Tallulah and Mitch’s great little magical adventure was a great short escape. At first you don’t think they fit together very well, but 
once you get to know more of her stories you realize Madame Evangeline is always right! It was very well written with great 
characters and a satisfying ending. Enjoy! I did!”
      – Love to Read Romance! (The Great Outdoors)

“I thought this one was a cute story.  Both Tallulah and Mitchell are great characters.  They seem to be opposites, but they are so 
right for each other. Of course that is what Madame does best.  She finds the perfect matches and they never fail!  I was pretty 
satisfied with the length of  satisfied with the length of  The Great Outdoors.  I felt like I got to know both of the characters pretty well.   This novella is well 
written and has a very satisfying ending.  It’s a quick read and I definitely think you should give it a shot!”
      –  Kari at The TBR Pile, 4 stars

“The Great Outdoors is a sweet and sexy read that has heartwarming characters and an exciting storyline filled with flowers, waterfalls, 
and starry nights. Best of all, it has that warm feeling of finding love that is worth the heartache from before, because now you realize 
what you really want and deserve. Pick up a copy of The Great Outdoors today and find yourself enjoying the ride!”
      –  Manic Readers      –  Manic Readers, 4 stars
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A dead cop. A corrupt politician. 
An innocent woman caught in the middle.

WhenWhen Abby Markham witnesses the murder of a local cop with ties 
to a political dynasty, she finds herself not only in the crosshairs of a 
killer, but also on the radar of a powerful United States senator. The 
clock is ticking for her survival, and Detective Ben Owens knows the 
best way to keep Abby safe is to keep her close. But as the danger 
escalates, so does their attraction. With their backs against the wall, 
Ben and Abby will risk everything to make sure she survives a 
dangedangerous web of political corruption, lies, and deceit.


